
 

 

 Выполнение заданий части А  

 по теме 

 «Видовременные формы глаголов» 

 

Алгоритм выполнения заданий ЦТ А1-А4 

Схема анализа времен 

1 Прочитать и перевести предложение или текстовый абзац. Обратить 

внимание на наречия-подсказки(слова-маркеры) в предложении, если 

таковые имеются, и другие сказуемые, которые уже есть в контексте в 

определенной видовременной форме. 

2 Определить к какому времени относится данное действие: Present, Past, 

Future. 

3 Определить залог: Active or Passive (by, with, найди подлежащее и задай 

вопрос-само оно выполняет действие(active)или действие совершается над 

ним(passive) 

4 Определить вид времени: Simple, Continuous, Perfect, Perfect Continuous. 

5 Вспомнить какой это глагол STATIVE or ACTION 

6 Обратить внимание на то прямая это речь или косвенная. Если косвенная, 

то какой фразой вводится в настоящем или прошедшем (I 

said/asked/hoped/believed… or I say/ask that) и нужно ли соблюдать правило 

согласования времен. 

7 Обратить внимание на придаточные с If, when, as soon as, unless, 

описывающие будущие действия, и вспомнить, что после союзов мы должны 

использовать Present tense. 

8 Выбрать необходимый вариант 

9 Обратить внимание на тип предложения: утвердительное, вопросительное 

или отрицательное. Если предложение вопросительное или отрицательное, 

то не забыть про вспомогательные глаголы и место их расположения. 

 

 

 

 



 

Exercise1 

Fill in the correct verb forms. 

I love travelling in the country, but I (1) losing my way. I (2) on a trip the other day, but my trip 

took me longer than I (3) “I’m going to Woodford Green”, I (4) to the conductor as (5) on the 

bus, “but I (6) where it is”. - “I (7) you where to get off’, (8) the conductor. I (9) in front of the 

bus to get a good view of the countryside. After some time, the bus (10) and I realized with a 

shock that I (11) the only passenger left on the bus. 

1 a. don’t like b. not like c.didn’t like d. doesn’t like 

2 a. go  b. have gone c.went              d. has gone 

3 a. expected b. had expected c. have expected d was expecting 

4 a. have said b. said              c.was saying d. say 

5 a. get b. have get c. got d. was getting 

6 a. don’t know b. didn’t know c. not know d was knowing 

7 a. tell            b.am telling c. will tell d. told 

8 a. answered b. answer c. was answered d was answering 

9 a. sit             b.sat             c.were sitting d. had sat 

10 a. was stopping b. were stopped c. stopped d. stops 

11 a. have been b. am c. has been d. was 

Exercise2  
 Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense . 

I ___________ (feel) rather poor lately, so this morning at nine I 

____________(go) to the doctor. I ___________ (find) him alone in his 

waiting -room, he____________ (stand) by the window. 

“Where___________ (be) your patients? You_____________(cure) 

them all? I___________ (ask). 

“The reason why people __________(not crowd) into this room now is 

that on Wednesday ______________ (not begin) consultation here until half past 

ten. Such ___________(be) my habit for the last twenty-five years. ” 

“I’m sorry I______________(come) too early, ” I __________ (say), 

“I ___________  (go away) and. _______________(come back) later”. 

“Oh, no. I__________(prefer) early patients to late ones. In the course 

of my practice I ___________(notice) the latecomers _________________ 

(visit) the doctor because they___________ (need) some sympathy. They are 

like a dog that once _____________(come) here with a sore paw; I 

__________ (bandage) it for him and while I _______ (do) this he 

___________(look at) me great  lonely eyes. He______________(come 

back) the next day and every' day until his paw ____________(become) 

well. I______________ (find out) that  his  master___________(go away). 

The dog is old now but he still________________ (come). 

Exercise 3 

Geoff, John, Dave and Darren (1) in Spain for three months when they (2) to go travelling 

around the country. They (3) up their minds where to go when Dave (4) a telephone call from his 

mother. She said that she and his father (5) to visit him for a week. She asked if it (6) okay and 

of course Dave said yes. She (7) him they (8) on 21st May, the first day of the holiday, and (9) 

for one week. Dave (10) talking to his mother and they all sat down to rearrange their plans. “We 

can put off our trip until Tuesday because your parents (11) by then”, suggested Darren. 

1. a. had been working b. has worked c. worked d. was working 

2. a. has decided b. decided c. had decided d. decides 

3. a. was made b. has just made c. had just made d. was making 



4. a. was receiving b. has received c. had received d. received 

5. a. were planning b. was planning c. planned d. had planned 

6 a. was b.were c. had been d. has been 

7. a tells b.told c.had told d. was telling 

8 a. would arrive b. will arrive c. arrived d. was arriving 

9. a. will stay b. stays c. would stay d. stayed 

10 a. finished b.has finished c. had finished  d. was finishing 

11       a. will leave b. will have left c. leaves d. will be leaving 

 
Exercise4 

Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense  

During the 1990s with support from government finding and the National Youth 
Association, several high street information shops (1).,,. These (2)... young people were 
ready access to a range of information under one roof in a town centre location. The service 
(3)... to be popular. The number of information shops, spread throughout England, (4) 
steadily ever since. There are currently more than 30 information shops but unless the 
popularity (5)... the figure (6)... by 2010. The information shops' service (7)... on t he belief 
that everyone has the right to as much unbiased information as possible.  One-to-one advice 
(8)... also by professional information support workers. This service (9)...  some years ago 
but it (10)... fast. 
 
                                        
     
            

 
 
 
 
 
 

   
1 a) established b) had been established c) were established 

d) were being established 

2 a) provide b) are providing c) are provided d) have been providing 

3 a) has been proved b) proved c) was proved d) has proved 

4 a) has grown b) has been growing c) has been grown d) grew 

5 a) decreases b) does not decrease c) has decreased d) decreased 

6 a) will double b) will have been doubled c) doubles d) will have doubled 

7 a) bases b) has been based c) is based d) is being based 

8 a) offers b) was offered c) has been offered d) is offered 

9 a) introduced b) was introduced c) has been introduced d) was being introduced 

10 a) is developing b) will develop c) is going to develop d) will be developed 

Exercise5 

The government (1)... recently some plans which should help to protect the 
environment. Firstly, the tax system could be changed, so that anyone who (2)... a big 
car which consumes a lot of petrol (3) ... more taxes than people who drive smaller 
cars. In addition, company car parks (4)... so that companies will encourage their 
employees to travel to work by train or by bus. Cycling tracks which (5)... people to 
cycle safely (6)... and the need for so many car journeys (7)... by the end of the decade. 
Lastly, the government (8)...to reduce the number of heavy lorries on the road. These 
ideas are good, but not always practical. Many people live too far away from the places 
of their work or study and they can't cycle there regularly. If small factories (9)... 
closer to people’s homes, we (10)... save money and reduce pollution!  
 
 
          
     



     
     
                        

 
 
 
 
 
 

   
1) a)has been announced b)announced c)has been announcing 

d) has announced 

      2)    a) drive b) has driven c) is driving d) drives 

      3)    a) will pay b) is paying c) is paid d) will be paying 

      4)   a) will tax b) will be taxing c) will be taxed d) are taxed 

      5)   a) will have enabled b) will enable c) are enabling d) enable 

      6)   a) will have built b) will be built c) will have been built d) will built 

      7)   a) will reduce b) will be reducing c) will have been reduced d) reduced 

      8)  a) plans b) is planning c) will plan d) has planned 

      9)   a) are b) have been c) had been d) were 

     10) a) would b) will c) would have 

Exercise 6 

People (A1) ... dogs to use their superior senses of smell and direction to locate missing people 

for centuries. Perhaps the most famous type of rescue dog is the St Bernard, trained by monks 

(MOHАXИ) in the Alps for winter rescue and credited with saving thousands of lives. One name 

stands out amongst these dogs: Barry, who (A2) ... from 1800 to 1814. The story goes that Barry 

(A3) ... down the cliff to a young boy because none of the men in the rescue team could reach 

him. The boy was unconscious and covered in thick snow, which (A4).... Barry is said to have 

slowly made his way along the cliff towards the frozen boy, and then started licking the child’s 

face. After a time the boy (A5) ... by Barry’s warm licks and wrapped his arms around the dog’s 

neck, allowing the strong dog to pull him up to safety. When Barry died his body was preserved 

and displayed at the Natural History Museum in Bern, Switzerland, where it (A6) ... today. 

A1. 
1) train 3) are training 5) were trained 

2) have trained 4) are trained 

A2. 

1) lived 3) has lived 5) lives 

2) was lived 4) would live 

 

 

A3. 
1)is sent 3) would be sent 5) was sending 

2) sent 4) was sent 

A4. 
1) has still been falling 3) still falls 5) was still falling 

2) had still fallen 4) is still falling 

A5. 
1) was woken 3) woke 5) has woken 

2) would wake 4) was waking 

A6. 
1) still sees 3) has still seen 5) had still seen 

2) is still seeing 4) is still seen 

Exercise 7 

Britain’s highest-achieving Paralympian, Sarah Storey, has reached the top in two 

completely different sports. At school, she (A1)... everything from athletics to netball and 



swimming: ‘I just loved to compete. It didn’t matter what sport I (A2)….’ At only 14, Sarah (A3)... 

for the Team GB female swimming squad, and won six medals at her first Paralympic Games, 

including two golds. Her disability, a partly formed left hand, (A4)... from birth, but it (A5)... her 

determination to compete. T was brought up to always try my best and I just carried on as normal, 

’ she says. Why did she switch from swimming to cycling? ‘I started suffering severe ear 

infections, which meant long periods out of the water. To keep in shape, I took up cycling, and 

(A6)... by British Cycling, who told me I had great potential. ’ And success came quickly again, 

when Sarah won five gold medals and broke a world record at the European Paralympic 

Championships. 
A1. 

1)  tried 3) will try 5)is trying 

2)  was tried 4) has been trying 
A2. 

1)  have done 3) am doing 5)was doing 

2)  have been doing 4) will do 
А3. 

1)  was selecting 3) has been selecting 5) selected 
2)  was selected 4) had selected 

A4. 

1)  had dated 3) was dated 5)will date 

2)  has been dating 4) dates 
A5. 

1)  was never stopped 3) will never be stopped 5) is never stopping 

2)  was never stopping 4) has never stopped 
A6. 

1)  had soon noticed 3) was soon noticing 5)was soon noticed 

2)  soon noticed  4) has soon been noticing 

 

 
Exercise 8 
 
Gum is one of those things we tend to take for granted, and we (A1)... it, in various forms, 

since ancient times. Today, gum (A2)... in a variety of shapes, sizes and flavours. Have you ever 
tried to blow the ultimate bubble with your gum? It isn’t always easy. But it is always fun! February 
5th is Bubble Gum Day The first successful bubble gum (A3)... in 1928 by a man named Walter 
Diemer. He worked at a chewing gum factory (as an accountant!) and (A4)... with all kinds of gum 
recipes. One day, Walter came up with a formula that wasn’t as sticky as regular gum. It was also 
super stretchy. This (A5)... you could blow bubbles with it. This was revolutionary — many people 
before (A6)... to make bubble gum, but they were mostly unsuccessful. 

A1. 

1) were chewed 3) will be chewed  5) had chewed 

2)  are chewing 4) have been chewing 

A2. 
1) was coming 3) has been coming 5)comes 
2)  will come 4) came 

А3. 

1)  had invented 3) was inventing 5)was invented 
2)  invented 4) has invented 

A4. 

1)  was experimented 3) had experimented 5)will experiment 

2)  was experimenting 4) has been experimenting 
A5. 



1)  meant 3) has meant 5) was meant 

2)  was meaning 4) would mean 
A6. 

1)  were tried 3) have been trying 5) have tried 

2)  were trying 4) had tried 

 

Exercise 9 

Surely, blogging or logging must be one of the easiest ways of finding fame and fortune. All you 

need is a computer and a hobby to talk about, don't you? Well, although it (Al) ... simple, being a 

success in the blogosphere is actually a lot more difficult than it seems. Kate Ross (A2) ... brands 

on how to work with bloggers and vloggers. Kate says you need to provide your readers or 

viewers with interesting content. Seventeen-year-old Rosie Bea, who has ’a YouTube fashion 

channel, says her blog only (A3) ... attracting the attention of advertisers after she (A4) ... in 

months and months of unpaid work and built up a big fan base. At the time Rosie (A5) ... her 

vlog work with her law studies and she advises vloggers in the same position to make sure that 

they plan carefully so that they have time to do both things properly. The people who are 

successful (A6) ... well because they are hard-working and passionate about what they do. The 

press is only interested in them once they are in the public eye, but they have achieved their 

celebrity status through hours and hours of hard work. 

Al. 1) was looked 4) has been looking 

2) had looked 5) looks 

3) is looked 

A2. 1) is advised 4) will be advised 

2) had advised 5) was advised 

3) has been advising 

A3. 1) started 2) is started 3) was started 4) will start 5) will be started 

A4. 1) was put 2) had put 3) has been putting 4) has put 5) is putting 

A5. 1) was also combined 4) has also combined 

2) is also combined 5) was also combining 

3) had also combined 

A6. 1) will be done 2) were done 3) done 4) have done 5) are done 

 

Exercise 10                                                                                                                    

Downloading songs and albums is now the most common way of buying music. However, this 

was not always the case and it is mainly in the last ten years that this change (Al) .... With the 

recent advances in technology, it is perhaps not a surprise that'more and more people (A2) ... 

music rather than buying CDs, but the speed of this change has surprised many people. It all 

started in 2001 when the American technology company Apple (A3) ... the iPod, a digital audio 

player. However, Apple's influence on how people buy music really began with the launch of 

iTunes, a media player that (A4) ... people to download and play music from their computers. 

iTunes (A5) ... in 2003 and by the end of 2004 it (A6) ... 200 million downloads. Many 



companies that sold CDs did not predict this change and went out of business. This has led to 

many high street music stores closing down and becoming just a part of history. 

Al. 1) was happened 2) happened 3) is happened 4) has happened 5) is happening 

A2. 1) are downloaded 4) were downloaded 

3) had downloaded 5) are downloading 

4) were .downloading 

A3. 1) was launched 4) has launched 

3) launched 5) launches 

4) has been launching 

A4. 1) is allowed 2) had allowed 3) will be allowed 4) allows 5) was allowed 

A5. 1) launched 2) had launched 3) was launched 4) was launching 5) has 

launched 

A6. 1) had sold 2) sold . 3) was selling 4) was sold 5) has sold 

 

Exercise 11 

I can't believe there are only two weeks until the big day! I (A1) ... for this race for the last six 

months, but I still (A2)... ready. If I had known it took so long to get fit, I would have started 

training far earlier! The injuries I've had haven't helped, though. Actually, last Monday, I had 

another setback. My friend Andy and I (A3) ... in the park when I tripped over a rock and twisted 

my ankle. It's not serious, but my doctor warned me not to make it worse, so I haven’t run on it 

since then. Hopefully, it will have healed by next Tuesday when I train with the school athletics 

team. What else? Oh, I (A4)... to register for the half-marathon instead of the full marathon. I 

considered doing the full marathon — but over the last few days, I have been told by a lot of 

people that it's not suitable for teenagers. I just hope that I (A5) ... fit enough to finish the race! I 

(A6) ... more and more nervous every day — but I know it's OK if I walk some of the distance. 

Wish me luck everyone! 

Al. 1) was training 4) train 

2) am trained 5) will be trained 

3) have been training 

A2. 1) am not felt 4) don’t feel 

2) haven’t felt  5) won’t be felt 

3) wasn’t felt 

A3. 1) were jogged   4) jog 

3) have been jogging 5)were jogging 

4) had jogged 

A4. 1) have decided 4) was decided 

3) was deciding 5) decide 

4) have been deciding 

A5. 1) will be 2) have been 3) am being 4) was 5) had been 

A6. 1) was becoming 2) have become 3) will become 4) am becoming5) became  

 


